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Single-order operation of lamellar multilayer gratings in the soft x-ray spectral range
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We demonstrate single-order operation of Lamellar Multilayer Gratings in the soft x-ray spectral range. The spectral resolution was found to be 3.8 times higher than from an unpatterned multilayer mirror, while there were no significant spectral sideband structures adjacent to the main Bragg peak. The measured spectral bandwidths and peak reflectivities were in good agreement with our theoretical calculations.
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In the soft x-ray (SXR) wavelength range, the reflectivity response of multilayer (ML) mirrors is basically narrowband due to the Bragg reflection process, i.e. such mirrors are wavelength selective. This is of high relevance for applications where soft x-rays are to be filtered or monochromatized. An important example is X-ray fluorescence analysis, where the chemical specificity and sensitivity of the method increases with the spectral resolution $E/\Delta E$ of the analyzer, e.g. a Bragg crystal or ML mirror. Unfortunately, the spectral resolution of ML mirrors is fundamentally limited by the inherent absorption of all materials in this wavelength range. More specifically, the absorption limits the penetration depth and thus the number of bi-layers ($N_{eff}$) effectively contributing to Bragg reflection.

The penetration depth can be increased by removing part of the absorptive material from the ML mirrors by etching a grating into the multilayer structure, resulting in a so-called Lamellar Multilayer Grating (LMG, see Figure 1).2–6 So far, the best LMGs for the SXR range have reached resolution improvements of a factor of 2.5.3 However, this is offset by a fundamental loss in reflectivity caused by undesired diffraction by the grating structure. In a simple ML mirror all of the output is in a single beam of zeroth order. However, as is depicted in Figure 1, an LMG diffracts an incident monochromatic plane wave into a number of different diffraction orders, thereby reducing the efficiency for each individual order. This effect is seen in almost all LMGs realized so far and has caused diffraction losses between at least 40\% to more than 85\%.3,4

In order to reduce these diffraction losses, in previous work we have identified an operating regime for LMGs, which we call single-order operation.5,6 The main difference with standard LMG operation is a reduction of the grating period $D$, and thus lamel width $\Gamma D$ (see Figure 1). Below a certain grating period, given by:

$$\Gamma D \Delta \theta_{MM} << d,$$

the higher diffraction orders fall out of the acceptance angle, $\Delta \theta_{MM}$, for Bragg reflection by the ML mirror. The incident beam then effectively only excites a single diffraction order, thereby...
FIG. 1. Schematic cross section of an LMG. An incident beam from the left (In), under grazing angle $\theta_0$, is reflected from the multilayer and diffracted into multiple orders (Out) by the multilayer structure. The multilayer is built up from $N$ bi-layers (thickness $d$) consisting of an absorber ($A$) and spacer material ($S$) with thickness-ratio $\gamma$. The grating structure is defined by the period $D$ and lamel width $\Gamma D$ (i.e., $\Gamma < 1$ is the ratio of the lamel width to the grating period).

FIG. 2. Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image of an LMG with a 200 nm grating period and a 60 nm lamel width etched into a 1 $\mu$m W/Si ML stack.

fundamentally improving LMG reflectivity. In the approximation of a semi-infinite and strictly periodic ML stack, single-order operation improves the spectral resolution by a factor $1/\Gamma$ while the peak reflectivity is maintained in comparison to conventional ML mirrors.\(^5\)

From Eq. (1) we determine that single-order LMG operation in the SXR range requires grating periods and lamel widths well below feature sizes and accuracies previously reported in literature.\(^3\) To overcome these fabricational limitations, we have developed a fabrication process based on UV-nanoimprint lithography and standard Bosch Deep Reactive Ion Etching as described in more detail in Ref. 7. Using this process, we have successfully and reproducibly etched gratings in 1 $\mu$m high ML stacks with grating periods down to the required 200 nm and lamel widths as narrow as 60 nm as is shown in Figure 2.\(^7\)
We report on the first experimental demonstration of single-order LMG operation in the SXR spectral range. Single-order operation also resulted in a record improvement of spectral resolution, here a factor of nearly four as compared with the corresponding unpatterned ML mirror.

To investigate whether single-order LMG operation can be obtained in the SXR spectral range, we fabricated several LMGs with various combinations of grating periods ($D$), lamel widths ($\Gamma D$) and $\Gamma$-ratios. The grating dimensions were chosen between 200 and 2000 nm with $\Gamma$-ratios between 0.2 and 1. This enabled us to perform a systematic investigation of single- and multi-order operation as function of the grating parameters for SXR energies between 500 and 1500 eV. The LMGs were fabricated in a commercially obtained ML mirror, specified to be a 400 W/Si bi-layer ML with a thickness $d$ of 2.53 nm. SXR reflectivity spectra of these samples were measured at the PTB beamline at BESSYII, which achieves an energy precision below 0.1 eV and a reflectance accuracy of 0.2%.

Figure 3 shows the measured absolute reflectivity of two LMGs with the same $\Gamma$-ratio ($\Gamma = 0.4$) at an SXR energy of 525 eV. From Eq. (1) we derived that for single-order operation of these LMGs, the lamel width ($\Gamma D$) should be smaller than approximately 200 nm, which corresponds to a grating period of 500 nm for a $\Gamma$ of 0.4. The first spectrum (violet circles) is from a LMG with grating dimensions $D = 1 \mu m$ and $\Gamma D = 400 nm$, while the second spectrum (blue squares) is from an LMG with a small grating period, namely $D = 300 nm$ and $\Gamma D = 120 nm$. The third trace (small red stars) is the reflectivity of the unpatterned ML mirror to provide a reference. This reference is slightly shifted in energy due to the higher average polarizability of the individual layers as discussed in Ref. 6.

In the figure, it can be seen that the $D = 300 nm$ LMG provides increased spectral resolution while this spectrum has no significant side maxima, in contrast to the $D = 1 \mu m$. At the same time, the $D = 300 nm$ LMG also has a main Bragg peak which is about a factor of 1.5 higher than the main Bragg peak for the $D = 1 \mu m$ LMG. Both effects are due to the absence of significant diffraction into higher orders for the $D = 300 nm$ LMG. Furthermore, the FWHM bandwidth of the $D = 300 nm$ LMG is a factor of 2.5 narrower than that of the reference spectrum, which is in agreement with the $1/\Gamma$ bandwidth scaling predicted for single-order operating LMGs.

These observations prove that single-order LMG operation can be achieved in the SXR spectral range. The largest resolution improvement, also obtained with a single-order operating LMG around 525 eV, had a factor 3.8 narrower bandwidth (1.85 eV) than that of the unpatterned ML mirror (7.02 eV).

For a more systematic analysis of spectral narrowing in single-order LMG operation, we extended our experiments with reflectivity measurements at a higher photon energy ($E = 1255 eV$),...
where more LMGs can be operated in the single-order mode for a broader range of $\Gamma$ values (0.2 to 0.8). The measured spectral bandwidths and peak reflectivities are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively, as a function of $\Gamma$. It can be seen in Figure 4 that the spectral bandwidth of the LMG decreases with decreasing $\Gamma$, showing a factor 3.3 improvement in spectral resolution when going from the unpatterned ML mirror ($\Gamma = 1$) to an LMG with $\Gamma = 0.22$. At the same time, it can be seen from Figure 5 that the peak reflectivity decreases for lower $\Gamma$-ratios and drops to approximately half of its initial value at $\Gamma = 0.2$.

We compared the experimental data with theoretical calculations of the spectral bandwidths and peak reflectivities as a function of $\Gamma$ using our Coupled Waves Approach (CWA). In these calculations, we included various effects usually found in ML mirrors, such as rms interlayer roughness ($\sigma$) and interface width ($w$). By fitting the calculations to the measured spectra of the un-patterned ML mirror recorded at various energies and taking the finite number of bi-layers ($N = 400$) into account, we obtained values of $d = 2.53 \text{ nm}$, $\gamma = 0.25$, $\sigma = 0.29 \text{ nm}$ and $w = 0.42 \text{ nm}$. These calculations are shown in Figures 4 and 5 as “Constant d”. As can be seen, these simulations do not
FIG. 6. Normalized second Bragg order of the unpatterned ML measured at the hard x-ray (HXR) energy of 8 keV. Comparison with simulations revealed a slight (0.5 %) linear increase (chirp) in the bi-layer spacing $d$ in the depth of the ML.

agree well with the measurements. In particular, the peak reflectivity at lower $\Gamma$-ratio’s is well below the theoretical value.

Among the possible factors that decrease the peak reflectivity of a ML mirror and, hence, that of a single-order operating LMG, we indicate: (a) interfacial roughness, (b) interlayer formation between neighboring materials due to chemical reactions and interdiffusion, and (c) random or deterministic variation of layers thickness both in the depth and along the ML surface. Although we cannot exclude that the etching of the ML stack could result in increased interfacial roughness or interlayer formation, neither photo-electron spectroscopy data nor high-resolution transmission electron microscopy images indicated any difference between the ML stacks before and after etching. Increased roughness and interlayer formation also only reduce peak reflectivity without increasing the bandwidth. In contrary, simulations showed that layer thickness variations can reduce the peak reflectivity while also increasing reflectivity bandwidths.

As an independent check for bi-layer periodicity, we recorded reflectivity spectra from the Total External Reflection region up to the 4th Bragg order of the unpatterned ML mirror at an X-ray energy of 8 keV (HXR). In Figure 6, the normalized 2nd Bragg order is shown and compared to calculations revealing a slight (0.5 %) linear increase (chirp) of the bi-layer thickness $d$ in the depth of the ML stack. Calculations of the SXR spectral bandwidths and peak reflectivities including the measured chirp are shown in Figures 4 and 5 as “Chirped d” and can be seen to agree with the measured data to within a few relative percent. The discrepancy in peak reflectivity between the “Chirped d” simulations and the reference measurement ($\Gamma = 1$) is believed to be caused by sidewall effects that only occur in the LMGs. The reference was actually on the same sample as the LMGs and, as it was therefore exposed to identical fabrication steps as the LMGs, fabrication can largely be excluded as cause for this difference.

Although the bi-layer chirp in the ML stack was not limiting for use as a conventional ML mirror, LMGs require increased accuracies as the SXR penetration depth is increased and the reflected waves thus need to constructively interfere within a narrower bandwidth. To ensure bi-layer thickness variations $\Delta d/d$ are not limiting, they should not exceed $\Delta E/E \approx 1/N_{eff}$ (see Ref. 10 and Refs. therein), leading to the bi-layer thickness accuracy condition:

$$\Delta d_{LMG} \leq \Delta d_{MM} \Gamma$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\Delta d_{LMG}$ and $\Delta d_{MM}$ are the tolerable variations in bi-layer thickness for the LMG and conventional ML mirror, respectively.

The agreement of the “Chirped d” simulations with the measurements proves that our modeling adequately describes the main physical effects underlying the measured reflectivity spectra, which
FIG. 7. Measured spectral resolution $E/\Delta E$ and peak reflectivities $R_{peak}$ as function of incident energy for 3 single-order W/Si LMGs with a $\Gamma$-ratio of 0.28. The lines are simulations performed assuming the same “Chirped d” values as for Figures 4–6.

is of relevance for systematic improvements in a next experimental step towards further increased resolution and reflection efficiencies, or for an extension to other energies. For instance, the accurate modeling allows us to investigate the usability of LMGs in practical applications by examining the dependence of the spectral resolution $E/\Delta E$ and peak reflectivity on incident energy.

Such a study was performed for our W/Si LMGs as can be seen in Figure 7. Here, measurements are shown of 3 LMGs with $\Gamma$-ratios close to 0.28, which are compared to simulations assuming the “Chirped d” values. It can be seen in Figure 7 that the simulations and measurements are in good agreement, which again demonstrates the accurate modeling by our CWA.

The spectral resolution of these LMGs in this energy range can be seen to be between 250-300. For lower $\Gamma$-ratios, spectral resolutions of up to 330 were achieved. In comparison, conventional W/Si ML mirrors were previously reported to achieve values of $\sim 70$. However, the usability of LMGs also depends on the peak reflectivity, which has a clear dependence on incident energy. The peak reflectivity can be seen to increase towards higher incident energies with a slight reduction above 1500 eV. The changes in peak reflectivity are caused by the energy dependence of the complex refractive index of both materials. Specifically, the absorption reduces when the incident energy increases from 500 to 1500 eV resulting in higher peak reflectivities. The slight reduction above 1500 eV is due to small variations in the real part of the complex refractive index of tungsten. The usability of LMGs can then be determined by comparing the spectral resolution and peak reflectivity with the requirements for a specific application.

In summary, we have demonstrated the single-order operation of Lamellar Multilayer Gratings (LMG) in the soft x-ray (SXR) spectral range. Their functionality was evident from the absence of any significant diffraction into higher orders and a corresponding increase of the peak reflectivity with respect to a multi-order LMG with the same $\Gamma$-ratio. The observed spectral bandwidths and peak reflectivity values are in good agreement with our theoretical model. The record value of spectral resolution improvement achieved by single-order operation, which is currently a factor of 3.8 with regard to unpatterned ML mirrors, show the potential of LMGs in single-order operation for many practical applications, such as SXR spectroscopy.
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